
Deadly NATO Weaponry is Forcing Russia to Expand War on Ukraine

Description

RUSSIA/USA: The HIMARS system is inflicting unacceptable casualties forcing  Putin to call an 
emergency meeting of the DUMA on July 15. Since these rockets are guided by US Satellites, 
the US and Russia are already in a state of war. By offering Russian citizenship to all 
Ukrainians, Putin is signalling that Russia intends to absorb the whole country by necessity. 

—

“Before each bombardment by the M142 HIMARS, Western, civilian or military observation satellites
were spotted above the targeted sites. So to stay on the bombardment of Novaya Kharkova mentioned
above, 3 days before the ukro-Atlanticist strikes, a US  commercial satellite, the Worldview-2 was
vertical to the sector.

Even if factually the use of these US space resources for the benefit of the Ukrainian forces constitutes
a flagrant “cobelligerence”, legally it is their destruction by the Russian aerospace forces which will
constitute a “casus belli”…

And yet, if the volume of these types of guided weapons systems increases, Russian forces will have
to deal with getting rid of these American vultures (satellites) . And perhaps this new threat from NATO
on the Russian front will weigh in the decisions that will be taken on July 15, 2022 during an
extraordinary convocation of the Duma, the Russian parliament, undoubtedly centered around the
conduct of military operations in Ukraine and their necessary radicalization.”

7 killed and more than 80 injured including 15 children following the bombing of Novaya Kakhovka by 
an American HIMARS.

https://alawata-rebellion.blogspot.com/

Dissolution of Ukraine with “fast-track” procedures: An emergency meeting of the Duma was 
called by B. Putin – Dramatic developments are coming!  Kyiv mines the border with Belarus.
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By Vassilis Kapoulas

An alarm has sounded in the West and in NATO as the President of Russia, V. Putin, called 
an emergency meeting of the State Duma. Information indicates that he is going to officially declare
war on Ukraine, which is why Kyiv is laying mines on the border with Belarus.

The data showing new escalation:

+A few hours ago, B. Putin issued a decree by which he grants Russian citizenship to all citizens of
Ukraine, and not only from the regions controlled by Moscow, through “fast-track” procedures.
It is a move to dissolve and “absorb” the Ukrainian state.
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